
i2 Data Analysis Seminar 



Topics 

•  About MoTeC 
•  Introduction to i2 
•  Displaying data 
•  Track editing 
•  Reading traces 
•  Evaluating Driver Performance 
•  Evaluating Chassis Performance 
•  Data Maintenance 
•  Any Questions? 



MoTeC the Company 

•  Since 1987 
•  Australian owned 
•  Motorsport focus 
•  Over 200 dealers 
•  40+ Staff on site 



Meet the Team 

Duane Mitchell David Chandler Omar Khan 

Peter Swinney 

Ross Buckingham 

Darren Reynolds Mark McCoy 

Support Engineers at MoTeC’s Research Centre in Australia  



Software Download/Installation 

•  MoTeC software is available for download from the 
website at: 

 http://www.motec.com.au/software/latestreleases 



i2 Standard vs i2 Pro 
i2 Standard 
•  Single overlay lap 
•  Simple maths functions 

–  Corrected speed / distance 
–  Filter, scale and offset 
–  + - * / 

•  15 Worksheets 
•  5 time/distance graphs 
•  10 Channels per graph 
•  5 Outing graphs 
•  2 Histograms 
•  1 Scatter plot 
•  1 Mixture map 
•  1 Track Report 
•  Section Times 

i2 Pro 
•  Multiple overlay laps 
•  Advanced mathematics 

–  user maths 
–  global maths 
–  flexible Expressions 

•  Unlimited display components 
•  Unlimited workbooks 
•  Unlimited worksheets 
•  User definable track sections/sectors 
•  Lap Reports 
•  Statistics zoom 
•  Suspension Analysis 
•  Video 
•  Multiple projects 

i2 Standard is included, while i2 Pro requires the 
optional Pro Analysis upgrade.  



i2 Introduction 



Getting Started 

• Double Left click on the MoTeC i2 Pro Icon on 
your desktop to start the software 



New Project Wizard 



New Workbook 



New Worksheet 



Workbook/Worksheet Setup 

Worksheets should be grouped into workbooks by their type, such as Engine, 
Driver, Chassis, Suspension… or they can be grouped for different people such 
as Engineer, Driver A, Driver B, Team Owner. 



Layout Editor 



Open a Log Data File 

5 ways to open files: 
1)  Pull-down menu 
   “File / Open Log File” 
2) Ctrl – O 
3) Icon on toolbar 
4) F8, then Icon 
5) F8, then right-click 

Folder List 

Current Folder 
FILTERS 

Change column headings 

File Details 

Summary 



Adding Components 

•  ‘Layout – Add’ menu 

•  Right click on blank area of worksheet 

•  Available Components: 
•  Time / Distance Graph 
•  Outing Graph 
•  Histogram 
•  Suspension Histogram 
•  Scatter Plot 
•  Mixture Map 
•  FFT 
•  Video 
•  Track Report 
•  Track Position 
•  Rainbow track map 
•  Time Report 
•  Channel Report 
•  Gauges (various types) -> 



Add Time/Distance Graph 



Graph Properties  

•  Channels 

•  Groups 



Channel Properties  

•  Unit 

•  Decimal Places 

•  Colour 

•  Up Sampling 

•  Scaling 

•  Info 

Edit 
Channel 
Colour 
Scheme 



Graph Properties 

•  Title 

•  Layout 

•  Info Options 

•  Options 

•  Cursor 

•  Trace  



Time / Distance Graphs 

Channel 
name 

Value at 
cursor 

Min   Max   Avg 

Lap select, Zoom and Scroll X axis 



Time / Distance Graphs 

Active Channel 
mark 

F9 toggles the 
Time / Distance 
axis 

Rescale / Vertical Zoom 
group with active channel 
by dragging arrows 



Channel Options on a Graph 

•  Hide 
•  Remove 
•  Edit Maths 
•  Filter 
•  Scale / Offset 
•  Zero at Cursor 
•  Previous 
•  Next 
•  Channel Properties 



Resizing and Layout 

Click and drag Splitter 
to resize Groups 

Click and drag 
edges to resize 

Click left corner 
to move 



Adding Channels 

View properties of the 
selected channel 

Search the channel list 



Channels Window 

•  Category Alphabetic 
Order 

•  Category Logged Order 

•  Alphabetic List 

•  Channel Properties 

•  Search Box 
•  Categories 



Add Gauges - Dial 



Add Gauges - Bar 



Add Gauges – Steering Wheel 



Add Gauges – Status Light 



Gauges – Numeric Gauge 



Zoom Functions 

•  Mouse scroll 
•  Keyboard shortcuts 
•  Scroll bars 
•  Zoom Icons 

Zoom 
window 

Zoom to cursors 

Zoom in Horiz 
Zoom out Horiz 

Horiz Zoom out full – F2 

Horiz Zoom Default - W 

Vert Zoom in 

Vert Zoom out 

Vert Zoom out full 

Double click and 
drag to zoom 



Zoom & Pan 

Shortcut 
keys Icon 

To Zoom: use scroll wheel 

Arrow 
keys 

Double Click, Drag & Click 
If you accidentally double click, hit “Esc” key  

Resize & Slide bar to Zoom & Pan 

To Pan: slide bottom x-axis 

Double click 
to zoom out 

vertically 



Throttle Histogram 



Zoom Linking 



Corrected Speed & Distance 

Use fastest of 2 channels 

or use first available from this list 

Apply Long G correction 



Track Editor 1 

Auto generate sections 

5 ways to edit track: 
 1)  Right-click map, select “Edit Track…”  
 2)  Right-click map, hit “T” on the keyboard 
 3)  Pull down menu “Tools” select “Edit Track..” 
 4)  Hit the keys “Alt-T” then “K”  
 5)  Select icon  

Sections 
•  Split 
•  Delete 
•  Section 

Name 
•  Enter 

Distances 
•  Section 

Type 



Track Editor 2 

•  Generate Track 
–  Track Length 
–  Distance Channel 
–  Lateral G 

Channel 
–  Track Type 



Track Mapping Troubleshooting 

My map is close to the actual track, but there are 
still details that need to be changed. 

Crossover 

Curvature sets the tightness of 
all corners 

Closed 

Open 

-20 +20 



Track Mapping Troubleshooting 

My map is totally wrong. I cannot recognize anything. 
Check the lateral G trace 
•  Is there any offset in the straight line? Create a math channel to correct this offset. 
•  Is the maximum G Force value in the corner realistic? Create a math channel to adjust 

the scaling by the maximum value in the corner 
•  Is there excessive noise in the Lateral G trace? If so check the mounting is secure, 

check the wiring and connections for potential interference. A noisy trace can 
sometimes be improved by filtering the Lateral G channel using i2 Channel Maths.  

Check the Speed 
•  Is the maximum speed value realistic? Check the Speed + Distance or create a math 

channel to scale or offset your data. 
•  Check the calibration of your wheel speed sensor. 



Track Mapping - Position 

Track Position Map 



Track Mapping - Report 

Track Report 



Track Report 

          Min corner speed 

Max straight speed 
Notes 
channels 

Colour channels 

Track Colour channels 



Track Mapping - Rainbow 

Rainbow track map 



Track Mapping - Transparent 



Data Window 

•  Lap Selection 
  Main 
  Overlay 
  Other overlay 
laps 

FILE DETAILS 

Venue, Event 

Driver, Vehicle 

Date, Session 

Time, Comment and 
Filename 

Lap List 

Other overlay laps 

Overlay 0 

Main 

Open file dialog and icons 



Comparing Laps - Overlays 

Main Lap 
(Red) 

Reference 
Lap (Black) 

Faster 



Where Did I Lose Time? 

Brakes being 
released 

Higher 
minimum 
corner speed 

Where 
biggest gain 
is made? 



Overlayed Track Map 

Both cars as they compare to 
each other in that part of the lap 



What is Lap Time Gain/Loss? 

•  Running time gain or loss compared to a 
reference lap. 

•  Continuously updated as the vehicle proceeds 
around the track. 

•  Gain/loss is zeroed each time the vehicle 
passes the beacon. 

•  Lap distance and running lap time channels are 
required. 



What is a Reference Lap? 

•  A Reference Lap contains time and distance 
pairs indicating what time to expect at a certain 
distance around the track. 

•  The Reference Lap file must be created with i2, 
then loaded into the device using the device 
configuration software 



Generating a Reference Lap in i2 

•  Click on File on the Main menu and click Create 
Reference Lap make sure that Lap Distance Channel is 
logged in the data  

•  i2 will create a reference lap file for the current main lap 



Generating a Reference Lap in i2 

•  Click Save button to create 
Reference lap 

The default file name is 
created as follows: 
Venue(Lap-time) 
For example: Calder 
(1-3-682) 
In this case the venue was 
Calder and the Lap- time 
was 1:03:682 



Set Reference Lap in Dash 



Set Reference Lap in Dash 

•  Click on Send button to load reference lap into SDL3 

•  If you want to make a 
correction to the lap 
distance or lap beacon 
position you can change 
this here 

•  Click OK and now your 
reference lap is set, always 
update your reference lap 
after a session when you 
have improved on your 
laptime 



Gain Loss displayed in the car 

Lap time gain loss can be displayed in any position on 
the ADL display. In this example, it is shown on the 
bottom row with the label “Fast Lap”. 



Gain Loss Video 



Offset Axes 

Offset in Distance or Time 

Shortcut icon 

Click and drag Main or Ref 
(or Overlay) axes 

Enter Offset value 



Status Channels 

Status 
conditions 
shown as 
gauges 

Status 
conditions 
shown in 
channels list 

Status 
conditions 
shown on 
graph 



Maths 

•  Simple Maths Functions (Filter , Scale & Offset) 
 A number of simplified maths functions are provided to avoid the need 
to use the expression editor for simple operations like Filtering and 
Scale & Offset. All other functions must be performed using the 
Expression Editor. Note that these functions modify the original channel 
– they do not create a new channel. To create a new channel use the 
corresponding functions in the expression editor. 



Example Maths Expression 

Type Maths 
Expression 

‘Brake Pres front’ [psi] / (‘Brake Pres front’ [psi] + ‘Brake Pres Rear’ [psi]) 



Save Project Settings 

Start with same 
project 

Start where you left off 

Saving project 
settings 



Reliability and Safety 



Channel Report 

Stats for a single lap 

  with Reference lap 

Stats for multiple laps 

Stats for sections of 
a single lap 



Using the Channel Reports 

Main and 
reference 
lap details 

Selected laps 
(main and 
overlay) 
channel report 

All laps channel 
report 

Selected laps 
channel report 
by sectors 



Reading Temperatures 

The maximum temps for 
each channel by lap 

Max Engine Temp 



Engine Temperature Problem 

Engine Temp too high 



Reading Pressures 

Pressure summary per lap 



Oil Pressure Problem 



Fuel Pressure Problem 

Fuel Pressure low 



Reading Battery Voltages 

Battery Voltage looks noisy, but is it a problem? 



Useful Tips  

Max and Min lines in blue and red 

Oil Pressure decreasing with Engine Temp 

Battery voltage now looks fine  



Annotations 



Evaluating Driver Performance 



Reading Engine RPM Trace 

Upshift 

Downshift 

Braking 
Corner 

Straight 



Reading a Wheel Speed Trace 

The four wheel 
speeds overlayed 
against each other 

Each wheel 
speed value 
at the cursor 

The Min, 
Max, Average 
wheel speed 
values 

1Hz GPS Speed trace 



Wheel Spin 

Following the wheel speed 
traces here, you can see 
wheel spin where the two 
blue lines rise above the red 
and orange lines, peaking at 
12km/h front to rear speed 
difference 



Reading a Throttle Trace 

This is where the 
rear wheels have 
lost traction 

Here you can see 
the driver lifting the 
throttle to stop the 
wheel spin 



Reading a Steering Trace 

The steering 
trace can be 
visualised by 
displaying it as 
a gauge. 



Reading a G Force Trace 

G Force long and 
lateral alongside 
braking and throttle 



Reading Brake Pressure Trace 

Brake pressures 
and temps shown 
both on graph and 
as gauges for 
clarity. 



Values Box 

Hide/Show Track Map 

Channels on the graph. 
box = active channel 

Time and Distance at Cursor 

Values of all channels. 

Show difference between 
Main and Ref laps 



Datum Cursor 

Show differences between 
2 points on a graph 



Straight Line Acceleration 

  Race Starts, 0-100kmh and 0-400m times use Datum Cursor 



Straight Line Acceleration 

  Duration of an Upshift use Datum Cursor 



Rate of Change Measurement 

You can easily measure rate of change using the Datum cursor. Below, see 
the acceleration (in KM/h/Sec) of a V8 Supercar at Phillip Island in 5th gear. 
You should keep this number in mind when dyno tuning your car next time. 



Braking Analysis 

Throttle blips 
from heel and 
toe braking 

Brake pressure reduction 



Brake Pressures 

Rear brakes 
locking up 

Driver releasing 
pedal to unlock 
rear wheels 



Scatter Plot 

Engine 
RPM vs 
Speed 



Brake Pressure Scatter Plot 

Front/Rear brake 
pressures zoom 
linked to histogram 

Calculated brake 
bias channel 

Of the 25,500 
samples, most 
pressures above 
180psi exist 
between 43% 
and 55% bias 



Brake Pressure Scatter Plot  

Here is a brake pressure scatter plot from a poorly performing brake system 



Wheel Lockup 

In this slide, you can 
see where the rear 
right wheel speed 
drops significantly 
below the speed of 
the front wheels 



Understeer 

Speed Increases 
Slightly 

Steering Increases leading 
to a  Smooth Understeer 

Throttle lifting by 
Driver 

Constant Lateral G-
Force 



Oversteer 

Rear wheel speed 
here is 6km/h faster 
than the undriven 
fronts 

The steering trace 
and gauge show the 
driver winding on 
opposite lock 

The throttle is lifted 
to reduce the wheel 
spin 



Driving Line Analysis 

This method maintains the highest “minimum corner 
speed” possible through a corner.  Driving the Traction 
Circle is the fastest way through this corner. 

Accelerating 

Braking 

Cornering 



GPS Race Line Analysis 



GPS Race Line Analysis 



GPS Mapping 



Open a log file 

• Navigate to your log file and click open button 



Open a log file 



Add GPS track map 



Determining a Beacon Position 



Auto Inserting Beacons in i2 



Auto Inserting Beacons in i2 



Auto Inserting Beacons in i2 



Zoom out in i2 



Driver Consistency 

Fastest Rolling Lap 

  Use Time Report 

Blue = fastest section times Eclectic is the theoretical best lap time if you add up all of the fastest sections. 



Section and Split Times 

Corner 
section times 
for all laps. 

All section 
times for all 
laps 

Times from 
the split 
beacons 
from all laps 

Straight 
section 
times for all 
laps 

Split times 
and section 
markers for 
selected lap 



Evaluating Chassis Performance 



Mixture Maps 1 

Colour 
channel 
legend 
Ranges can 
be turned 
off/on by 
clicking on 
colour box 

Lean 

Rich 



Mixture Maps 2 



Engine Tuning with Data 1 



Engine Tuning with Data 2 



  Single Lap 

Brake Temp Analysis 



Brake Temp Data 

  Entire race 



Suspension Analysis 



Suspension Analysis 

In this example, the front suspension goes negative under braking. Therefore, 
for suspension position, bump or compression is negative. This is the easiest 
convention for people to follow. 



Talk to the Driver 

  The experience of your driver, the comments 
that he gives and the way he feels the car will 
all affect the analysis of the data. 

  Is there a balance problem in just one corner? 
Or is it in all ‘right handers’? 

  Zoom into the corner(s) and look at what the 
damper position is at each corner of the car with 
relation to the G trace and other channels 



Add a Damper Histogram 



Damper Histogram Analysis 

Rebound Bump 
Low Speed 

High 
Speed 

High 
Speed 

A few tips about the damper speed histogram: 
• It can really only be used for a whole lap (the 
linear potentiometers must be in the same 
position at the beginning and the end of the 
damper analysis) 
• Always use the same number of bins 
• Use a Min and Max such that the whole shock 
speed histogram covers 95% of the measured 
shock speeds 
• Always use the same numbers for the Max and 
Min shock speed (for later comparison) 
• The shape of the histogram should be 
symmetrical  
• The shock speed histogram can also be used to 
tune the spring and Anti Roll Bar 
• Always use the same scale on the Y axis (for 
later comparison) 

To spend more time in a region, stiffen that region. 
To spend less time in a region, soften that region. 

Graph of “AMOUNT OF TIME” spent at 
different “DAMPER SPEEDS” 



Damper Histogram Analysis 

Damper histogram with initial 
bump/rebound settings 

Damper Histogram with 
modified damper settings 

Example of gain made using 
damper histogram analysis 



Tyre Temp Sensors 

Ti Tc To 

RIGHT TYRE 

Example of tyre 
Temp installation 

IR temp 
Sensor 
installation 



Tyre Temp Sensors 

On the right part of the graph, the temperatures are the ones as 
seen in the pits when the car stops. On the left part of the graph, 
you get an idea of what is really happening on the track.  



Data Maintenance 



Weekend Checklist 
Start of Weekend 
•  Update Details Editor 

Event – General comments about meeting or test session. 
Venue –  Track name and the directory to which log files will be placed (very important). 
Vehicle – Update any changes since the vehicle last ran, including gear ratios. 

•  Check Sensors 
Use Monitor Active Channels or scrolling through the Warm-up page on the dash to check that 
all sensor values are appropriate for that sensor and fix any that are wrong. 

•  Zero Sensors 
If required zero G Sensors, Suspension Sensors, Steering, etc. 

•  Logging 
Check that logging templates loaded are appropriate for the day.   For instance a template 
configured for race  logging with slower rates and fewer channels than practice logging might be 
loaded from the previous race.   

•  Venue Dependant Variables 
Load new Reference Laps for Lap Time Gain/Loss change. 

•  Beacons and Lap Times 
Make sure that the Beacon Receiver is on the correct side of the car, or GPS coordinates are 
correct. 

Before/After each session 
•  Details Editor 

Update any changes made to the vehicle and enter details about the session (practice, 
qualifying, race, etc.). 

At the end of the day 
•  Make sure that you collect your Beacon Transmitter.   



Organising Log Files 

•  Organising your logged data into specific 
folders for events so you can access 
them quickly 

Organise by Venue and Year 

In Dash Manager 
you can setup the 
directory that you 
want all your log files 
to go when you 
download the data 



View / Edit Details 

File 1 File 2 
5 ways to Edit Details: 
1)  Pull-down menu 
   “Tools / Details” 
2) In the open file window 
3) Icon on toolbar 
4) Shortcut key “Ctrl-D” 
5) “F8”, then icon 



Edit Details 

Chassis # or Car #, used for the 
name of the Excel setup sheet. 

Shows in open window Doesn’t show in open window 



Exporting Data 
•  Export to Matlab, .csv file or to the clipboard for use in Excel, etc. 
•  For “Component” export, only the channels shown get exported. 
•  For “File” export, all channels get exported. 
•  All data is exported at the same rate. 

Exporting to .ld file allows you to share your 
data with another competitor but only the 
channels you have graphed. 



Exporting Channel Report Data 



Creating a Summary Sheet 

•  Export the channel reports and paste in Excel. 



The Final Chapter 

•  If you need assistance, feel free to drop us a line at 
support@motec.com.au 

•  If you have suggestions on possible improvements, or feature 
requests, email us at the same address, and we can look into it 
for you 

•  Can be found wandering the paddock 
•  Eager to hear new applications 
•  In the extremely unlikely event that you have a dash hardware 

or software crash, we would like to hear from you with the 
information so that we can continue to improve the product. 

Any Questions?? 



Appendix 



Tyre Temps Quick Guide 

TINSIDE < TCENTRE < TOUTSIDE Not enough camber, or too much toe in. 

TINSIDE < TCENTRE > TOUTSIDE Tyre pressure too high. 

TINSIDE < TCENTRE = TOUTSIDE Not enough camber, or tyre pressure too high and too 
much toe in. 

TINSIDE > TCENTRE < TOUTSIDE Tyre pressure too low. 

TINSIDE > TCENTRE > TOUTSIDE Too much camber, or too much toe out. 

TINSIDE > TCENTRE = TOUTSIDE Too much camber, or tyre pressure too low and too 
much toe out. 

TINSIDE = TCENTRE < TOUTSIDE Not enough camber, or tyre pressure too low and too 
much toe in. 

TINSIDE = TCENTRE > TOUTSIDE Too much camber, or tyre pressure too high and too 
much toe out. 

TINSIDE = TCENTRE = TOUTSIDE OK 



Add a Video  



Drags: Auto Run Insertion 1 

Click 

Then Click 

Choose run  

Start channel 



Drags: Auto Run Insertion 2 

Enter Details 
from time slip 

Click the weather tab 
and enter ambient 
conditions etc. 



Drags: Run Display 

Post Run Pre Run 

Actual Run 

Incremental 
Markers 



Drags: Manual Run Insertion 

Click Create Run at Cursor 

If 60ft times etc are the same 
Click Create 



Advanced Features 

•  Gating 
•  User Sections 
•  Alias Editor 
•  Channel Mapping 



Logging Rates 

100hz log 
rate 

10hz log rate 

5hz log rate 

Same 
channel at 
5hz log rate 

What rate should I log at? 
Logging rates are an important concept 
to understand when talking about data 
logging. The logging rate of a channel 
is the indication of how many times a 
given sensor is sampled to get its 
reading and store the value. This rate 
should be altered depending on what 
you are measuring, and how fast you 
expect it to change value.  



Setup Sheets 
•  Excel sheet for importing constants to be used in math equations, which 

can vary by session. This file can be located anywhere, just make sure you 
enable macros.  Exit Excel once changes are complete. 

You can delete columns which aren’t in 
use.  You can create your own columns, 
names and select units. 

You can leave blanks where the value 
doesn’t change from session to  
session. 

Roll equation uses “Track Front & Track Rear” 

You must enter 
the date & time 
of your 
download. 



Keyboard Shortcuts 

See the Help File for 
a complete list of  
Keyboard Shortcuts 



Keyboard Shortcuts 



Keyboard Shortcuts 2 



Keyboard Shortcuts 3 



Keyboard Shortcuts 4 


